IMPORTANT NOTE:
No two audits will be alike. Requirements change based on catalog year and the order in which courses are completed could affect the way courses apply towards requirements.

Incomplete Grades are processed as if you earned a grade in the course that is accepted in the requirement. If you do not complete your incomplete course successfully, this requirement will not longer be met.

SELECT FROM: A select from list gives you a list of courses you can take to meet the requirement. Pay attention to the sub-requirement description. For instance, ANTH 005 can only be taken to meet this requirement if it is taken fall 2009 or later.

The Sub-requirement name often includes text that will help you complete the requirement. As an example, this requirement can only be met by taking a course from the SELECT FROM list and earning a C– or better.

A + next to a sub-requirement means the sub-requirement has been met. In blue you can see the course used to fulfill this requirement.

A - next to a sub-requirement means the sub-requirement has not been met. Following an unfulfilled sub-requirement you will see a SELECT FROM list.

Hours = Units = Credits

An * is a placeholder wildcard. This particular requirement means you could take any 100 level course. 57 more units need to be taken for this requirement to be complete and have a checkmark.
Additional Coursework
This is a list of courses that do not apply towards any requirements or sub-requirements. It could be because of an unsatisfactory grade. If you are a transfer student and work displays in Additional Coursework that you think should apply, speak with your advisor as soon as possible.

When a course number changes or a course splits into a separate lecture and lab, you will see a PROCESSED AS: comment next to the course. For example, in Spring 2009, BIS courses changed to BIO courses.

If a course has been repeated, you will see a >D, >R, or >X.
- >D indicates a course that has been retaken. It will appear next to the course that has had it’s units removed.
- >R indicates a course that has been repeated for credit. It will appear next to a course that is applying towards the degree.
- >X indicates a course that has been retaken and replaced.

Additional Coursework
This is a list of courses that do not apply towards any requirements or sub-requirements. It could be because of an unsatisfactory grade. If you are a transfer student and work displays in Additional Coursework that you think should apply, speak with your advisor as soon as possible.

When a course number changes or a course splits into a separate lecture and lab, you will see a PROCESSED AS: comment next to the course. For example, in Spring 2009, BIS courses changed to BIO courses.

If a course has been repeated, you will see a >D, >R, or >X.
- >D indicates a course that has been retaken. It will appear next to the course that has had it’s units removed.
- >R indicates a course that has been repeated for credit. It will appear next to a course that is applying towards the degree.
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The following courses do not apply toward a degree
This is where you will find the courses that do not count toward your degree and cannot count. Course Withdrawals and repeats will most likely be found here.

GPA Bar: This is a detailed breakdown of your GPA and Units Status (Hours = Units or Credits).

GPA Bar: This is a detailed breakdown of your GPA and Units Status (Hours = Units or Credits).

Here is a list of your courses, in a term by term display. Be aware, your unofficial transcript with a full display is available through MyStudentRecord. This course summary is not a transcript.